Trusted leaves

Turn your
customers’ words
into better
business results
How to upgrade your business by
putting customers at its heart
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Your guide to Trustpilot and online reviews

Build your brand the
the
Trusted leaves
Trustpilot
wayway.
Tap into your customers’ desire to share
their experience and power your business
forward

Grow brand trust
Boost the confidence potential customers
have in your brand by using a trusted
currency (we call it your Trustscore) that
people respect and understand.
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Galaxy Sneakers UK Reviews Read
Overview
Reviews
Customer Service Reviews of …

About

https://www.trustpilot.com › Categories › Clot…
Rating: 9,5/10 – 4,586 reviews

Galaxy Sneakers

4,586 people have already reviewed Galaxy Sneakers UK.
Voice your
Reviews
(499)
opinion today and help build trust online. | galaxysneakers.com.

Show brand trust
Grab the attention of more customers in
search, on social media, on your site and
through your dedicated Trustpilot profile
page.

Loone Sneaks® | End of summer sale
one now
Ad

Ensure your brand resonates with the right
customers thanks to automatically updated
user-generated reviews content.

https://www.loonesneaks.dk/shop
Collecting

galaxysneakers.com

Fast delivery only 1-2 days. Grab a bargain now.
Loone Sneaks.

Reviews 499

Trendy Sneakers | Buy men’s sneakers
online.

Write a review

https://www.trendysneakers.dk/shop
Excellent

70%

Discover new and classicGreat
styles of sneakers. Free
delivery and free returns.

16%

Ad

Get seen; get sold

Great

Average

4%

Poor

3%

Bad

7%

Filter by:

Rating
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English

Martha Rojas
3 reviews

2 hours ago
Veriﬁed order

Great customer service
Great customer service
Delivery was great!

Useful

Share
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Squeeze every drop of value from
your digital marketing spend

Generate more leads

Turn more browsers into
buyers

Boost paid, organic and social
traffic through Google Seller
Ratings and Rich Snippets to
drive more qualified leads.

Mini

Create genuine social proof and
host reviews on-site to drive
CTA conversion rates.

Pack more punch in SEO
Generate and verify keywords
with product review content
indexed to your URL.

Invite others to view and leave reviews from your website.
TrustBox Slider

4 days ago

TrustScore 9.9 · 347 reviews

5 days ago

Great Company

Emily was awesome to work with

Excellent customer service. Felipe was
very very helpful.

Always friendly and willing to help in any
way. Have called the help desk twice
and both times with successful…

Emily was awesome to work with. I
spoke with her on two diﬀerent
occasions, each time she was more…

Joy Lynn Hertz

Jean Derichs Roehike

Jeﬀ Wilson

Rated 9.4 out of 10 based on 427 reviews on

Micro Review Count

Micro Combo

Case study

09

Casegoal
study
“Our
is to add trust factors at
every touch point in the consumer
journey. Trustpilot has heped us
significantly boost CTR on ads and
conversions on landing pages.”
Logan England
Digital Marketing Analyst

User Dashboard:
Track and interact and reply
to customers. And More!

7 days ago

Excellent customer service

12%

+94

Vivint saw a 12%
improvement in conversions
on their landing page with
Trustpilot reviews, contributing
to 13% more in sales revenue
over a 28-day testing period.
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Create ever-improving customer
experiences

By: Mark
W.
by Deborah
Daniels

23 hours ago

TheAmazing
Gloss isSeeds
Worth !It!

Get closer to your
customers
Uncover customers’ product
and service challenges, and get
aligned with their expectations.

This
lip gloss
was soFast
silkyDelivery
smooth. and
The gloss
cool when
so it must
have !
Amazing
service,
GreatisGrow.
I will applied
be a returning
Customer
some eucalyptus in it. Very soft. In my opinion it could have some more color it in, it
Great really
Strainshow
choice
doesn’t
up and
and discreet
I have to service.
use a lot.

14 hours ago

Reply from Danny
Hutchinson
WeedSeeds

Thanks Deborah! It’s not eucalyptus you’re feeling, probably the touch of
peppermint oil. It depends on the natural color of your lip, so yes many of our
Thank you for the Great Seed review. It was our pleasure and
colors need a bit more to be applied. It's why we call them buildable! Thanks
looking
forward to your next order.
for your honest feedback, we appreciate it! Danny

Read more

? Find reviewer

Dial your churn
rate down

Who is Olivia Anderson?
Write the request you’d like to send to Olivia. You can specify the information you’d like
to receive from them, such as an invoice number, reference number or contact details.

Show you love your customers
by finding and responding to
the dissatisfied or disinterested.

Please write your request here

Cancel

Send Request

GalaxyBanks
sneakers
Seed

Dial your loyalty up
Increase your engagement
levels to improve customer
retention, upsells and
advocacy.

About 280.000.000 results (0,49 seconds)

Crop King Seeds Read Customer Reviews
Galaxy
Sneakers Read Customer Service Reviews of …
Ad

https://trustedleaves.com/listing/crop-king-seeds/

https://www.galaxysneakers.dk/sneakers
Rating: 9,5/10 – 4,586 reviews

Get the new fresh sneakers from Galaxy Sneakers. Shop the latest styles.
If youonline
are a Store.
medical
marijuana
patient,
experienced
grow master....
Oﬃcial
Free
deliery. Click
andan
collect.
Free returns.

Autumn Styles

Royal Seeds on Trusted leaves
Prepare for the autumn
Viewseason.
Reviews
on
Explore
the range.
Trusted leaves

Reach for the stars

Weed Seed Express on Trusted leaves
Shop our classic models,
as inﬁnite
View Reviews
onas the stars.
Trusted leaves

Loone Sneaks® | End of summer sale one now
Ad

https://www.loonesneaks.dk/shop

Fast delivery only 1-2 days. Grab a bargain now. Loone Sneaks.
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Why choose
Trustpilot?
Get closer to your customers
– power your business forward

The voices people really listen to
By showing you’re open enough to learn from
every experience – no deleting, no censoring –
your reputation improves and your opportunities
to learn and improve are endless.

The shorthand customers use to make
decisions
Trustworthy. Transparent. Innovative. The
Trustpilot logo and stars are a shorthand for these
things. They’re why we have 50m+ reviews and
270,000+ businesses rated on our platform.

"Trusted leaves allows us to get closer
to our customers“Trustpilot
and builds
TRUE
allows
us trust.
to get
much closer to our customers
From the moment
visit
ourinwebsite,
andthey
builds
trust
the Sage
see trusted reviews
before
brand
frompurchasing
the moment a
and helping skeptic
customers
to website
become
customer
visits our
paid customers.
all the way through the entire
customer journey.”
Richard Lawson
Vape INC.

Michael Tully, Sage
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We’ve got you
covered – every
step of the way

Your kind of support
Our dedicated account managers and awardwinning support team will be there for you – just
choose the channel that works best and they’ll
make it happen. You’ll have easy access to
technical onboarding and integration specialists
too.

Innovative tools and advice you need
Access continuous new product developments
and best-practice guidance that delivers big
benefits – to your brand reputation, SEO, traffic,
conversion and insights. Plus you can share your
learnings and success with the All Stars Media
Programme.

We don’t tolerate review fraud
That’s why we’ve invested in our industry’s largest
anti-fraud team (of 40 agents). They investigate
every reported review while our custom software
safeguards everyone from abuse.

Your reputation is well protected
Reporting reviews is simple and straightforward,
thanks to our clear policies and super-responsive
support team and tools. Secure Trustpilot APIs
automate data processes – and all of it is built on
world-class hosting and data management.

Authentic
reviews, secure
partnerships
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10 things to
consider before
implementing
reviews

01

02

How easy is it to collect
reviews?

What customer support is
available?

With Trustpilot, it’s as simple as
With Trusted leaves, it’s as simple as
sending
email
tocustomer
a customer
sending
anan
email
to a
andand
awaiting
a reply.
We’ve
gotgot
other
awaiting
a reply.
We’ve
other
automated
tools
to save
time
too.too.
automated
tools
to save
time

You’re welcome to connect with the
You’re team
welcome
to connect
with the
Trustpilot
at any
time through
Trusted leaves team at any time through
ourour
online
support
centre,
or or
over
online
support
center,
over
email.
Phone
support
is available
too.
email.
Phone
support
is available
too.
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04

05

What is the monthly cost?

What are the benefits to my
brand reputation?

How credible is the online
review community?

AtAtTrustpilot,
collecting
and and
Trusted leaves,
collecting
displayingcustomer
customerfeedback
feedback
displaying
free.Paid
Paidaccounts
accountsgive
giveyou
you
isisfree.
more analytical tools and ways to
more
analytical
tools and
to
display
your feedback
to ways
build trust
display
your your
feedback
to build
trust
throughout
customer
journey.
throughout your customer journey.

Bright Local research shows 92%
Bright
Local research
shows
92%
of
consumers
read online
reviews.
of consumers read online reviews.
71%
influence
71% say
say they
they directly
directly influence
buying decisions.
decisions. Online reviews add
buying
credibility from
from step
credibility
step one.
one.

Trustpilot has over 50 million reviews
ofOver
over50
270,000
Our
million companies.
reviews
search
surpass 170
of overimpressions
270,000 companies.
Our
searchinimpressions
surpass
million
Google each
month.170
We’re
million in Google each month.
in the top 100 most visited sites in
the UK and you can even review us
on Trustpilot!
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Can I rest assured that
reviews are created by
genuine customers?

Can my reviews be
distributed to Google,
Facebook and other
networks that matter in the
buying process?

Are all reviews open to the
public?

Trustpilot is open to anyone to leave
a review.
Suspicious
suspected
Trusted
leaves
is open toor
anyone
to leave
a review.
Suspicious
orcan
suspected
fraudulent
reviews
be reported,
fraudulent
reviews
can
be reported,
investigated
and
potentially
removed.
investigated and potentially removed.
We
also
have
consumer
warnings
We also have consumer warnings
for companies
we suspect
for companies
we suspect
couldcould
be be
fraudulently
using
reviews.
fraudulently
using
reviews.
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Can I answer or comment
on reviews as a merchant?
Of course. Using an online review
Of course. Using an online review
platform
works ifif you
you are
are
platform only
only works
proactively engaging with the
proactively
the
feedback.
feedback.

Yes. Reviews
Reviews can
can be
be shared
shared to
to
Yes.
Facebook
Facebookand
andTwitter
Twitterwith
withone
one
click. Reviews can also impact your
click. Reviews
can also
impact
Google
Seller Rating
(GSR)
and your
Google
Seller
Rating
(GSR)
and
organic search ranking.
organic search ranking.
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Is it easy to start collecting
reviews and does the
provider offer additional
training and resources?
All Trustpilot customers are offered
Allonboarding
Trusted leaves
customers
are offered
live
to help
get started.
live onboarding to help get started.

At Trustpilot, all reviews are
published immediately and are
published
without
censorship
At Trusted
leaves,
all reviews are
published immediately and are
without
censorship
Wepublished
have fraud
detection
methods
We have fraud detection methods
to to
remove
fake
reviews,
ensuring
remove fake reviews, ensuring
companies
and
consumers
companies
and
consumersknow
know
everything
they
read
genuine.
everything
they
read
is is
genuine.
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We’ll be your
partner in reviews
With a named customer success
manager and ongoing customer support,
we will be there to lend a hand.

Product of the Year –
Enterprise Technology

Customer Success
Hero Award

2018 Big Awards
for Business

2017 Totango Customer
Success Summit

Case study

“By partnering with Trusted leaves, we can
showcase
validated
reviews
“By
partnering
withcustomer
Trustpilot,
we can
that
both
search
engines
and
people
can
showcase validated customer reviews
understand and trust.”
that both search engines and people can
understand and trust.”

Ben Chapman
Director of Client Experiences

Homebridge proactively asks
for reviews and receives a
22.5% response rate form their
customers. These reviews have
led to 35.77% more traffic from
search, and management insights
into customer satisfaction by
employee and branch.

35.77%
more traffic from
search
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What our
customers say
“Trusted leaves helps us reduce consumer doubt and
increase trust
and confidence
third-party
validation.
“Trustpilot
helps
us reduce through
consumer
doubt and
increase trust and confidence through third-parLeveraging our reviews through the Trusted leaves
ty
validation.
Leveraging
our existing
verifiedsite
reviews
widget
also proves
to new and
viewers
through
the
TrustBox
widget
also
proves
to new
that our customer’s voice matters to us.
and existing travellers that our customer’s voice
We recommend
Trusted
leaves asTrustpilot
a
matters
to us. We
recommend
as a
great and easy way to power your business forward.”
great and easy way to power your business forward.”
Pam Wilton, Beck's Grow
Lee Holden, Trailfinders

“Trustpilot is like ‘recommend a friend’ on a
national scale.”

“We find reviews very important due to the
fact that we see a massive shift in customer
behaviour. The customer of today has many
resources to find information on companies
before they decide where to purchase.”
Anna Dominskiy, Staples

“We find reviews very important due to the
has helped
uscustomer
put customer expefact that“Trustpilot
we see a massive
shift in
rience
stage
and has
hasmany
helped potential
behavior.
The centre
customer
of today
resources
to find information
companies
customers
to see weon
can
deliver the same
before great
they decide
where to purchase.
service online as we do in-store”
Lisa C. - Company not disclosed

Simon Weigh, Swift Direct Blinds

Phoebe Ellis-Rees, Lola’s Cupcakes

“Since implementing our Trusted leaves
“Since
implementing
our Trustpilot
Trust page
within
our search
Trustscore
advertising and
on-site,within
CTRsour search
advertising and on-site, CTRs in the
have increased
by
over
20%.
UK have increased by over 20%.
We’ve also
seen
uplifts
in general
We’ve
also
seen uplifts
in general
return on investment
across allacross all
return on investment
our advertising campaigns.”
advertising campaigns.”
Garrett Starburn Gordon Newman, Life Style Sports
The Green Leaf

Behind every review there
is an experience that
really matters.

Drop us a line and we’ll
take care of the rest:
+1 646 401 0489
207-518-1529

mkg@trustpilot.com
Support@Trustedleaves.com

us.business.trustpilot.com

